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beautiful face of Venice, reinforcing the
by Curtis l. Carter
Quite often a significa?t 1i~er~ry work theme of decay.
In the end we are not so sure that
is mutilated by translatmg It mto ftlm
language. "Death in Venice," playing at the search for ideal beauty ends in the
the Downer Theater, is an exception. In discovery of sensuous beauty embodied
many respects, Luchino Visconti's film in the boy. The boy is mauled in a
quarrel with a boyfriend and his face is
is close to Thomas Mann's short story,
"Death in Venice." However, the film pressed into the germ-infested waters
that carry the dreaded plague. Fallible,
is a success on its own terms and not
his
beauty too will be marred. As the
because of its fidelity or lack of it to
old
man watches helplessly from the.
Mann's literary work.
'
shore, the boy walks out into the w~ter,
The film is about an old man who symbolically pointing a raised arm mto
has come to Venice, evidently to die.- the distance as if to say with Plato and
He is no ordinary man, but a learned one Joyce thanhe perfection of beauty lies
who has spent his life in the quest for in something beyond.
beauty. As an artist, he~ has wrestled
Is it death, after all,which must show
with the age-old conflict ~yer whethe! us the way? Events in the ftlm suggest
beauty is some abstract-spm~ualexpen
ence or is primarily an expenence <?fthe the possibility of this. Almost simultaneously with the boy's pointing, the
sense. For him, the quest has been a
old man dies. Before this, as if in prespiritual search.
In Venice he experiences an awak- - paration for death, he visits a, beauti"ciano Expertly, the beautician prepares
ening of the 'senses through his r~latio~
to a beautiful young boy. VIscontI him with elaborate make-up, hair colorchooses to develop the homosexual as- ing and the like just as a mortician might
pects of the relation~hip quit~ beyond .~prepare the corpse for its exit into the
anything suggested m Mann s . ~~rk. unknown regions of death.
"Death in Venice" relies mainly on
Homosexuality is there as a possIbIlity,
visual
images to communicate. .From
but the object of 'beauty in the old
man's experience might just as well have the first we experience rich scenes mc?rbeen a girl. It is not important. . For porating the, visual splendor of Vemce
the 'major issue is the quest of Ideal with interpretive portraits Of the characbeauty and not necessarily in a rela- ters. Especially interesting were the
linear paths traced by the lens.in the
tion of homosexuality.
The qualities of the young boy awak- hotel scenes. At times the eye IS led so
en the man to an· experience of beauty that it literally zig-zags with the l:ns
back and forth, scanning and connectmg
in sensuous form. He is attracted to and the events entirely through visual means.
possibly in love with the boy. At first,
There are some things which I did not
the experience greatly. troubl~s hIm,
because it contradicts his prevIOUS n<?- care for in the film. The use of Mahler's
Third and Fifth symphonies was often so
trons of spiritual beauty. Th~n~e IS contrived and overpowering that it depleased. It is apparent from hIS fallure
detracted from the quality of the total
to respond overtly to the boy's invitin~ experience. Also unfortunate was the
glances that he does not wish to ~hYSl translation of Mann's dying man, a
calize the relationship. The expenence writer, into the comper Gustav, obvio~she seeks is idealized beauty through love
Jy an allusion to Mahler? ~ho, by comat a distance. The boy exemplifies the cid~nce, happened to dIe m 1911, the "
qualities of that perfect experience.
period of the ftlm. A link between the
Decay is also a central theme of the music and the central character was
film. It is evident in the central place an unnecessary contrivance which. ~id
of the dying man.,' A pestilenc: creeps not serve the many excellent qualities
in, destroying lives and marrmg the of the film.
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